FoxDcoin
FoxD Network
the Cryptocurrency

FoxD Algorithm: X16Rv2
Block Time: 1 minute
Block Reward: 5000 FOXD
Blocks per day: 1440
Block Reward halving schedule: every 2,100,000 blocks (~4 years)
Total Coin Supply: 21,000,000,000
Block Size: 1MB
Pre-mine: No
Founders Reward: 0
ICO: No
Masternodes: No
Airdrops: No
RPC port: 8770
Network port: 8769
Current supply: ~3,335,730,000 (6-1-2021)
Mining difficulty adjustment: every 2016 blocks

Abstract
FoxDcoin is a blockchain and platform optimized for transferring assets, such as
tokens, from one holder to another. Based on the extensive development and testing of the
UTXO model of the Bitcoin protocol, FoxD is built on a fork of the Bitcoin code. Key
changes include a block reward time of one minute, a change in the number of coins issued,
but not the weighted distribution schedule and the addition of asset creation and
messaging capabilities. FoxDcoin is designed to efficiently handle one specific function well:
the transfer of assets from one party to another. One goal of the FoxDcoin protocol is to
create a use case focused blockchain and development effort which can create code,
providing advantages for specific use cases, while contributing to open source code which
could be used by Bitcoin or other projects.
If the global economy is influenced by actors using various blockchains, then the way
capital markets work today could also change. Borders and jurisdictions may become less
relevant as more assets become tradable and trading across borders grows increasingly
frictionless. Global consumers will likely demand the same efficiency for their securities and
similar asset holdings.

Full Asset Aware Protocol Level System
● The FoxDcoin Assets feature gives anyone with at least 500 FOXD the ability to issue a
unique token to the FoxDcoin blockchain. Send 500 FOXD to your address and when the
transaction is fully confirmed you will be able to create an asset. Those FOXD are
burned and not recycled.
● Asset names have to be unique and must be all uppercase letters or digits. You can use a
dot (.), or an underscore (_), but not at the beginning, or end, and not consecutively.
● Use cases for assets are numerous. For example Gift cards, Rewards programs, Energy
credits, In game items....etc

The solution is to create a bitcoin-like system that is fully asset aware. A system being
asset aware provides two major advantages. First, it allows the client and RPC commands to
protect the asset from being destroyed accidentally. Second, it allows a single native client
to issue, track, and transfer the assets. Lastly, to provide security for the underlying assets,
the bitcoin-like system functions only with a market value, a strong mining community, and
wide distribution.

Assets are tokens that can be issued by users of the FoxDcoin protocol without the
need to be mined. Users of the FoxDcoin protocol create these assets and decide their
purpose and rules independent of the protocol. These assets or tokens exist on the FoxDcoin
blockchain and could be whatever name, denomination or purpose selected by the creators
of each asset, coin, or token. The tokens are transferable and move with the same ease as
other similarly functioning cryptocurrencies. In FoxDcoin, an asset is just a limited quantity
of a unique symbol, and transferable to any FoxDcoin address. Assets have been available
for some time on other platforms such as Open Assets, Mastercoin, Counterparty, and as an
ERC20[7] or ERC223 [8] token on Ethereum [9]. Assets created on the FoxDcoin protocol
have several advantages: they are easier to use, tightly integrated with a native coin, and
secured with fair POW mining and open source code not run by a centralized organization.

Uses for Assets: Assets or tokens can be used for anything the creator’s imagination can
conjure. The ideas presented here are a sampling. Representing real world custodied
physical or digital assets to tokens such as:
Representing a share of a project:
● Securities tokens: stock or shares of a company where the shares are represented by a
token rather than a physical stock certificate
● Securities or partnership interests with the built-in ability to pay rewards in FOXD (legal
in many free market countries)
● Tokens which represent a coop, limited partnership, royalty sharing or profit sharing
platform
● A token which represents a crowd-funded item with the ability to transfer or resell the
item
● Representing virtual goods and credits:
● Tickets to an event such as a Cleveland Browns game ticket with the ability to resell
● A license to allow an activity
● An access token to use a service
● In-game currency and items, transferable outside of the game platform
● Representing a credit or reward
The FoxD team is currently and will continue to develop and release a few different
platforms that will benefit FoxD and it’s community. The first project that will be released is
our FoxD TV Networks! The FoxD team will finish development of 2 different TV Networks.
These will be released and available during Q3 of 2021.

FoxD Network TV
This Roku channel will be free for all viewer’s and will not be monetized. This channel
will eventually be available on all Tv platforms including Roku, Amazon and Apple TV
Channels. The content on this channel will include Publicly Broadcast TV Channels from all
over world and will eventually offer around 1500 channels. (Ex: NewsMax, CBS Sports HQ,
Retro TV, Bloomberg, and many more!)

FoxD Streaming Network
The other channel FoxD creates will be called the FoxD Streaming Network. This TV
Platform Channel is designed to be a TV Launchpad for content creators, streamers and
producers. This Channel will host multiple live streams, live events, live channels and other
approved video content. A part of the live streams on the tv network will be gaming content
by FoxD sponsored gamers. There will also be content such as financial shows, comedy shows,
automobile shows, podcasts, live DJ’s, watch parties and much more! Streamers on the FoxD
Streaming Network will host contests and giveaways during their streams to reward viewers
and promote FoxD! This Channel will be monetized and will create a stream of Revenue for
the project as well as the content creators.
The Official FoxD team will also offer its own live streaming channel on the FoxD TV
Network. It will be called FoxD Network. This particular live streaming channel will be an OTT
channel. This means it is capable of being licensed to cable companies or other tv service
providers and included in monthly packages. The FoxD Network live streaming channel will be
a collection of shows and streams.
- The FoxD Streaming TV Network will also be utilized as a marketing vessel to help
streamers grow their audiences. It will offer businesses and individuals the opportunity to
market themselves. Streamers as well as businesses are encouraged to create and place
commercial ads which will be played on the FoxD Networks as well as on all other Roku,
Amazon and Apple TV channels through our partnership with our ad server. FoxD will also
help creators market their shows, events and content.

A percentage of revenue earned from the FoxD Streaming Network will go to help fund
further development and the acquisition of licensing for premium content such as licenseable
movies, tv shows and the addition of live TV Channels as watchable streaming options for
viewers of FoxD Network TV.

FoxD Mobile Wallet Development
FoxD will develop some of the best mobile wallets in the cryptocurrency field. The
wallets for FoxD will not only be able to hold and move coins but also hold and move assets
held on the blockchain. The mobile wallets will be available on Android and Apple devices
in Early 2022. Android wallet development will be the first completed. Users will be able to
transfer FoxD and FoxD assets just as they can currently using the desktop wallets.
FoxD can host presales for start ups and act as a LaunchPad for new projects and
businesses including 3rd party NFT sales. Fox D will be representing a share of a project
and Securities tokens: stock or shares of a company where the shares are represented by a
token rather than a physical stock certificate. Securities or partnership interests with the
built-in ability to pay rewards in FOXD (legal in many free market countries). FoxD can also
act as a token which represents a crowd-funded item with the ability to transfer or resell the
item.

FoxD & NFT Assets:
FoxDcoin is designed to both hold and move assets on it’s blockchain. As more Assets
are built and held on the Network the healthier and more stable the coin becomes. FoxD
offers a huge advantage of being able to create, host and move these assets between
wallets. This allows FoxD to operate as an NFT Exchange. Owners and Creators of NFT’s
can lock their NFT’s into the FoxD blockchain by making them an asset on the network.
Asset creators can also put additional security and requirements on the assets they create.

(Link to NFT)

These assets that are held on the blockchain can be sent and received between anyone that
has the approved FoxD wallets only. The mobile wallets will also share this feature.
FoxD will develop its own marketplace to help with the exchange and promotion of NFT’s
and branded products of content creators. FoxD will not sell NFT’s. The marketplace will
help creators and collectors connect and make arrangements. Any NFT exchanges are done
strictly peer to peer and will not be completed by FoxD itself. Creators will be able to
purchase featured slots as well as additional marketing on the marketplace and promotion
through FoxD.

FoxD Marketplace
In Q1 of 2022 FoxD will launch a community marketplace. In this marketplace holders,
viewers or anyone interested will be able to buy and sell branded items. Yes, there will be
FoxD branded items such as T-shirts, hoodies, cell phone covers, digital art and many other
products that are approved by FoxD for sale in the marketplace.

We want everyone to launch your own branded apparel and product. Even some without
buying any inventory up front! All streamers, gamers, artists, musicians or users of the FoxD
Marketplace are encouraged to set up their own store profile on the marketplace or 3rd
party. Be sure to include social media handles as well as all sponsors and where else your
products are available.

FoxD can be accepted as payment for items in the marketplace. All transactions for 3rd
party branded products will take place outside of the Marketplace. Pricing in FoxDcoin for
products is decided by the product’s brand and not by FoxD itself. FoxD does have the right
to remove any store on the marketplace for fraudulent behavior without notice.

How do you secure your wallet?
Visit https://foxdcoin.com to download MAC/PC/LINUX
(On the bottom of the page is the Win64 Link)

Good safety measures include encrypting your desktop wallet with a password and for
extra security keep a backup of at least the wallet.dat in a secure location (preferably
an external drive) If you wish to keep your FOXD coins offline, download a paper
wallet from https://paper.foxdcoin.com and send your coins from your desktop wallet
to the paper wallet and keep this paper wallet safe. Goal is for logo/wallet skin
update EOY.

How do you buy FoxDcoin?
Visit Crex24.com or Bilaxy.com and trade Bitcoin or USDT for FoxD (FOXD)

Discord
Twitter
Reddit
Telegram

Windows 64 Wallet

LEGAL DISCLAIMER:

The information provided in this document and the corresponding website does not
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and
you should not treat any of the website’s content as such. The FoxD team does not
recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your
own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
By purchasing FoxD, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you
agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You
also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any
support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from FoxD and its team.
Although FoxD is a token for social experiment and not a digital currency, the team strongly
recommends that United States persons do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure
compliance with United states regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with
your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.
RISK DISCLOSURE:
Please note there are always risks associated with cryptocurrencies.
Please use at your own risk. FoxD’s Token is not a registered broker,
analyst or investment advisor. Everything that we provide on this site is
purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes. All
information contained herein should be independently verified and
confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage
whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. Please
be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial
market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to lose. When
in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor before making
any investment decisions.

